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About This Game

PingBall is an easy to grasp, physically accurate and intuitive crossover between racquetball and breakout.
Your goal is to clear multiple levels by breaking bricks while swinging a racquet.

There are currently 20 original levels design with difficulty and obstacles variation (even disrupting fans!). But it doesn't stop
there: after you complete a full round, the next 20 levels require bricks to be hit twice while their size get smaller or pulsate, for
a total of 120 different experiences! Some bricks have power-up like extra ball, multi-ball, slow-time. ghost or gravity modifier.

The game includes both a local and online Score board per difficulty to track your improvements.

It is an excellent workout and it is fun to play!
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Title: PingBall VR
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Immersive Artz
Publisher:
Immersive Artz
Release Date: 12 Apr, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1, or Windows 10

Processor: Intel® i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 970 / AMD Radeon™ R9 290

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 150 MB available space

Additional Notes: HTC Vive or Oculus Rift with at least 1 controller required

English
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This game is great. I had a lot of fun playing it. Best of all, it was free!. The latest update fixes some problems with this DLC,
and even adds a new ship style for the United Earth faction! Now this DLC is truly worth it in my opinion!. Opposing Force is a
great example why I will always prefer the expansion pack method of adding content to a game over DLC or micro transactions.
This game is arguably even better than the original Half-Life in a lot of aspects and in any discussion about Half-Life you will
have people who will list this as their all time favorite Half-Life game. It's for a good reason obviously considering how much
the game expands upon the formula and mechanics of the first Half-Life.

The game introduces a ton of new content in all aspects. You have a new alien faction known as "race-x" that ramps up the
difficulty and challenge in the game a ton and in general this game is quite a bit harder than the original Half-Life so I
recommend playing it AFTER you complete the original Half-Life, while the game starts out with just normal Xen enemies
once the race-x dudes start showing up you are going to realize how dangerous things have gotten when your trapped in a sewer
with the big race-x dudes who shoot giant ♥♥♥♥ing death balls at you that can kill instantly if you are in the direct way of the
ball. The game also expands upon the "black-ops" by making them a separate faction from HECU and adding appropriate units
to replace what would be marine enemies in the original Half-Life. There is also a great number of more companians available
to the player including medic's which in addition to being capable of firing back at the enemy also can heal the player and other
friendly units, you have engineers who can cut through doors with their blow torch, and of course just normal grunts who dont
have any special ability's per say but usually come with a pretty good weapon like a shotgun or assault rifle. You also have a new
security guard in addition to your normal Barney's who's called "Otis" and he is a pretty amusing and interesting character to
have and, again, spices up the content by adding more variety.

The arsenal the player is capable of carrying has been drastically expanded upon including two different melee weapons in place
of half-life 1's single melee weapon and multiple alien and experimental weapons. A big stand out to me was the teleporter gun
which can one hit "kill" an enemy by essentially teleporting him to a random location presumably somewhere in Xen, but the
secondary fire will teleport you yourself to a random location in Xen that can only be accessed in that way and often contains
many resources and a teleport on the other side which will get you back into black mesa at a fixed position that is usually later in
the level, which is interesting because it essentially allows you to skip whole parts of levels as long as you have the ammo to
utilize the alt-fire. There is also a barnacle weapon which the player can use to grapple across gaps and walls at points as well as
latch on to enemies and pull it into its maw which the barnacle will proceed to devour, really creative and diverse weapons
loadout for sure.

The story adds a lot of interesting new lore to the Half-Life story besides just a new alien race by clarifying on the relationship
between the soldiers and the black-ops and a pretty disturbing plot point of what happens to the marines who fail to evacuate or
are left behind after the order to pull out comes out. It also expands on the character of the G-man giving new insight into his
"personality" and actions as well as expanding on the ending to half-life by showing what happens to black mesa itself after
everything is said and done.

The multiplayer has also been expanded upon with many maps and game-modes that the original Half-Life simply does not
have.

The only bad part of playing this thing is after playing such an awesome game your going to be tempted to recall the current
state of gearbox software and feel a bit of despair at the whole thing. Its like if somebody who you like and highly respected
joined a skinhead gang, became a gay prostitute and contracted aids and than went around snorting cocaine and beating up
homeless people and stray dogs and puppy's before shooting up an old folks home before blowing himself up and screaming
"hail Satan" as his last words. Maybe a bit dramatic but seriously dude, what a fall from grace.. I might be biased, as I love the
Oriental setting (in games like Anno 1404 for example as well, as well as in Aladdin), but I really enjoyed this game. Sure it
becomes a grind at some point, but you're working towards a goal of avenging the tragedy that overcame your
parents/hometown, as well as trying to become the best caravan trader possibly. Your caravan grows slowly but surely.

The fight-system is also kinda fun at first, but later on you discover the AI is ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ and that you can win easily. Also
there's not much difference between regions except the products.
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There could be more depth into the game. Make the grind less present, and introduce things like competing caravan traders, or
cartels, or more dealings with djins and Oriental culture. Or some kind of empire building features

But it's a game. And therefore it will keep having it's limitations. The end wasn't very satisfactory either to be honest. But
overall I consider this game to be worth it's money.

If I could give the devs some advice, then it would be to look at the game Turmoil. It started out with a simple concept too, yet
they expanded functions and additions greatly.. Bought me back to the game after a long hiatus. It's a proper expansion which
touches on enough areas of the game to make it fresh again. Io is really interesting to play, and much more different to mars
than Ceres was. New factions and campaign content look great so far. Infinite map challenge is a needed upgrade to provide a
skirmish mode with increasing difficulty (outside the potted practice games.)

At the time of posting the new factions may need some balance tweaks for exploits, which will only become apparent when
exposed to the rabble. For a non-competitive player though it's all pretty good already, and the new moon and faction
combinations significantly increase the permutations in play.

The usual expansion caveats apply - if you don't like Offworld this won't convert you. If you do like Offworld though, this
expansion significantly refreshes and expands the experience.. I like mahjong, but i don't recommend this one. It have a badly
designed levels. You have to repeate the same again and again making it boring and frustrating. The titles also bad designed, and
hard to distinguish.
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Just purchased this game and I have found bugs already - Specifically the 'carrier mission' and the 'defend airfield mission' -
lock up - there is no player control....the program runs the base animations until the mission fails. Will alert if I find more...what
a joke!. An excellent dlc
. Great boardgame that brings the flavor and style of classic war movies to the gaming table turned into a very well made PC
game. Fast moving, simple and fun. Not a head scratcher or deep thinker but with plenty of real wargaming goodness under a
thick, glossy coat of awesome. If I were a millionaire, I would fly to France, visit the guys at Devil Pig Games and get all the
expansions that have been released to the boardgame into this game right away. Including the soon to be released Shadows Over
Normandie standalone which features Dark sun cultists and everyone's favorite greater evil Cthulhu.. One tiny map, an army of
identical zombies, and full of dollar store unity assets leaves you thinking why bother. Don't just take my word for it give it a
watch. Thanks <3 https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=VFB2zb_TOJY. An extreme fun game! Brick Breaker style, but with
story, characters, dinamic addicting gameplay (no matter how many hours you will play, you wont get bored). Really outstanding
pixel art and music as well. Congratulations guys!. This started rather interestingly, but at the moment I'm really struggling with
the character motivations. My MC seems way too casual about people being literally torn apart and society collapsing. It goes
for other characters too, they refer to Zombies in such a way that they almost seem a minor inconvenience instead of the end of
the world.

I wanted to make choices that would reflect the grave situation my MC found himself in, but I was only able to show 'Concern'
instead of panic. It's especially difficult to justify when my character is just a teenager, but has the thought process and
emotions of someone much older.

I've encountered at least one moment where the game 'balance' and the story clash, with my MC being able to haul around a
huge amount of heavy equipment. He's got a damn portable generator, a tarp, and wood/metal equpment stuffed in his trousers.

Characters seem adamant on referring to it as a 'Virus' and not a pandemic.

Overall, I feel like I should play this game several times with different characters to offer the best review, but my current
experience has been pretty miserable, with the game not really acknowledging my view of how deadly serious things are.. One
of the most unique puzzle games I have ever played. Baba is you. Baba is 10\/10. This is a scam, this isn't an artbook it is a
collage of assets. An artbook is supposed to show concept art accompanied by little textblocks explaining things from the
macking of it. I wouldn't mind if this was a freebee but for a paid artbook this is vail. I know it is only 6 bucks but seriously you
wanna tell me you had no concept art lying around? Well explains why your game is so lucke warm and middle of the road.. One
bad ♥♥♥♥♥, lets just say that.
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